Michael Anderson, Chair in Philosophy of Science, Rotman Institute of Philosophy

Michael L Anderson is the Rotman Canada Research Chair in Philosophy of Science. He did his post-doctoral fellowship in Artificial Intelligence at the University of Maryland, and frequently teaches a course on Philosophy and AI here at Western.

Erin Johnson, Librarian at Western Libraries

Erin Johnson is a Metadata Management Librarian at Western Libraries. She has worked to raise awareness of the impact that our digital footprint and AI have in personalizing the information we receive, but overall, her main interest in AI is fictional – obtained through stories such as Ender’s Game, Westworld and Blade Runner.

Anabel Quan-Haase, Professor, Department of Sociology

Anabel Quan-Haase is a Professor of Information and Media Studies and Sociology at Western University and director of the SocioDigital Media Lab. Her work focuses on social change, social media, and social networks. She is the coeditor of the Handbook of Social Media Research Methods (Sage, 2017), coauthor of Real-Life Sociology (Oxford University Press, 2018) and the author of Technology and Society (3rd ed., Oxford University Press, 2020). Dr. Quan-Haase is chair of the Communication, Information Technology, and Media Sociology section of the American Sociological Association and past president of the Canadian Association for Information Science.

Aaron Schneider, Assistant Professor, English and Writing Studies